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Arsrucr
Basio mineralogical and surface-charge data were

obtained to elucidate the source and fate of cum-

mingtonite. Fibrous cummingfonite . with -a mean

stoichiometry of (FesMgz)Si8Orr(OH), and z-zntz

ootentral of about -21 mV is added to Lake Supe'

rior from taconite tailings. Cummingtonite in sus-
pension and distant from the source increases in Mg

io about (Fes.gMgs.r)Si0rr(OH)n and a- zeta poten-

tial of -3i mV. Cummingtonite in surface lake se-

diments has a composition approaching the tailings

mean and a zeta potential approaching 0 (-11 mV)'
The ,gradrent in cummingtonite. com-position is
p.otu6'fv due to a mixed compositional- source of

cumminltonite and preferential coagulation and

sedimentation of the Fe-rich variety'

RssuMf

Des donn6es de base min6ralogique et de charge

superficielle sont obtenues afin d'expliquer l2ori-
gine et le destin de la cummingtonite' De- Ja cyrn-

irinstonite fibreuse avec une stoichiom€trie
*ouino" de (FesMgJSi8Orr(OH), et un potentiel

z6ta d'environ -21 mV est ajout6e dans le lac Su-

pdrieur par des reiets de taconit:. I-a cummingto-

nite eq iuspension et loin de la source augmente son

cont€nu 
"i 

tvtg jusqu'i (Fes.sMgr.s)SiO::(OH)z et

son potentiel z6ta jusqu'l -31 mV' I-a cumming-
toniti, dans des s6diments de lac superficiels,.a une

composition approchant la moyenne -des s6diments

et un potentii{ z6ta approchant 0 (-tl 1nV)' .I*
gradieni, dans la oomposition de la cummingtonite'

& ptolaUte-ent dt t une source compositionnelle
ki;-A cummingtonite et une coagulation pr6f6-

t*ii.ni ainsi qu{rne s6dimentation de la vari6t6

riche en Fe' 
(Traduit par le iournal)

Ixrroucrrox

The occurrence and fate of acicular cumming-

tonite in \restern Lake Superior is a classic ex'

"mi" 
of the requirement of precise mineralo-

*t*t, p"ttogtaphic, and geochemical informa-

iion, aJ well as reliance on previous research on

amphiboles (Klein 1964; Viswanathan & G-nose

t965; Fischet 1966; Finger 1967; Bonnichsen

1e69).
iuifi"gt from taconits mining have been

duniped-into western Lake Superior at the rate

of 60-70,0O0 metric tonnes/day in a water
slurry of about2.4 x 108m"/day. Theselailings
contain more than 5O wt Vo quartz and about
40Vo amphibole, the majority of whic! is cum-
minstoniie. Acicular cummingtonite has been

uso-"i"t.d in occupational health studies with
respiratory disease as well as pleural cancer

lSetitoff i9721, and litigation has -been carried
out regarding the public health effects in the
westeri laki Superior region (J.S. District
Court, 1974). The fate of the acicular cum-
mingtonite in the water is im-portant -to this
environmenlal problem, and the fate depends
upon the geochemical reactions which, in turn,
depend upon the surface chemistry and the de-
tailed mineralogy.

Cummingtonite occurs in fibrous and non-
fibrous forms, and is variable in Fe-Mg com-
position due to the complex igneous- and meta-
morphic history of the region @onnichsen.l969).
Theiefore, one. prerequisite to the determination
of the ultimate fate of the fibres is to character-
izc the nature of the tailings. To this end, 1)
cell refinement of *-ray diffraction data was
undertaken; 2) zeta-potential measurements
were made; 3) size analyses were compiled, and
4) transmission electron microscopic enumera-
tion of particles accompanied by energy-disper-
sive fluorescence analysis was carried out.

Sampling

Taconite mining at Silver Bay, Minnesota,
consists of wet crushing of ore, washing of
q.uartz and amphibole through a laulderer, and
tiansport of tailiogs to an adjacent delta as well
as into Lake Superior. Samples were obtained
of mineral extracts, ore, tailings, sediment traps
in western Lake Superior, and from two sores
of bottom sdiments in Lake Superior (Baum-
gartner et al. 1973), Figure 1 shows the loca-
tions of tailings samples, sediment-trap samples,
and cores. The sequence of samples from the
mine pit to the Lake is: pit MM-01067; laun-
derer ind tailings MM-01076 and MM{1O66;
su,rface land tailings 1-9; sediment-trap samples
CRT-01 (nearest), FLT-01, and KLT42 (farth-
estX core samples HH4308 (Sl - O-1 inch'
S1-2: 1-2 inch_), HH-00211 (SG1 = Gl
inch, Sl-2: 1-2 inch ...-), and a surfase cm-

9 l
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Frc_. 1. Location map of samples. Nos. 1-9 are surface samples 6f lnilings
delta at Silver Bay; C, F, K are sed:iment-trap samples CTR 01, ff,t Ot
and KLT 02, respectively; 10, 11 and 12 are locations of cores 10.
HH0030 and HH00711 respectively.

posite core sontnining a taconite layer 7cm
thick. In addition, 11 large-volume surface sam-
ples of Lake Superior were obtained between
June 16 -June 27.1973 for fibre analysis (Fig.
3).

Size distribution

Size analyses of the tailings indicate that most
amphiboles are (5 ;r,m. and, in this size range,
the majority of thri particles are amphiboles.
Therefore, to investigate the details of the am-
phibole mineralogy and geochemistry, the finer
fraction needs to be studied in detail. For par-
ticles in the micrometre and sub-micrometre'sizes, 

traditional petrographic and sizing proce-
;duces are inadequate. Particles are verv small
and so are their masses, so that distributions
are based upon count, and the enumeration
and analysis are carried out using the trans-
.mission electron microscope CIEM).'Analyses

'samples 
for':XI{D, TEM and zeta-potential

.measurements are'ireated to remove the )10pm
flaction. Samples are then dispersed in a m6as-
.rired volume of fibre-free water bv mechanical
shaking or by ultrasonic vibration.-

X-ray diffraction analysis .is carried out on

a (lopm size fraction which has been filtered
through a membrane filter. Analysis is carried
out using either a Guinier camera or r-ray dif-
fractometer with quartz as the reference. Re-
finement of the data to obtain cell constants
and volumes is obtained using the computer
program PARAM of Stewart (1972). The best
fit of data was obtained by inspecting the qual-
ity of diffraction peaks that poorly fitted the
least-squares analysis, rejecting the individual
data set if warranted by examining the peak
definition, and carrying out a new least-squares
analysis.

TEM analysis is carried out on a parlodian-
coated Cu or Ni grid with 200-mesh squares.
One to ten g,l of the grid solution are placed on
the grid using a micropipette and dried in an
upside-down position. Before the sample is
pfaced on the grid, a wetting agent is dried on
the grid to enhance wetting and homogeneous
deposition of particles during drying.

Typically, sediment samples need no concen-
tration step, but water samples do. A water sam_
ple is filtered through a Millipore or Nuclepore
0.45 to 0.01 p,m fibre-free filter, to cofcen-
tpte flne particles. The filter paper or portion
thereof is rolled inwards, placed in a vial with
5-15 ml of fibre-free water and the fibres are
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suspended in the water using a high-intensity
ultrasonifying probe at 30,0@ Hz f.or 1-5 min-
utes. Microlitre ,aliquots are then transferred to
the TEM grid for analysis. Since a comparison
of analyses using a mechanical shaker and
ultrasonification gave no statistical difference
in fibre counts, the amount of breaking and
splitting of fibres is probably similar in both
techniques.

An optimal concentration on the grid for
analysis is 5-30 fibres per square. Greater con-
centrations obscure other fibres, and lower
concentrations approach an ambient average
contamination level of slightly less than one
fibre per square. All steps of the preparation
can contaminate the sample; extreme care must
bs taken in sample preparation, as fibres are
ubiquitous in the modern laboratory environ-
ment. In addition, replicate analyses are always
carried out on every sample.

An asbestiform mineral is defined as any
crystalline substance (grving an electron diffrac-
tion pattern) with a viewing length to width ra-
tio of 3 or greater. Therefore, in the general en-
vironment, about 40 commonly-occurring min-
erals can be classified as asbestiform minerals.

Sizing, counting, morphological mineral
identification, and electron diffraction analysis
are routinely carried out on all samples. Two
bull's-eyes on the viewing screen are used as
references to measure lenglh and width. In ad-
dition, selected grids are carbon-coated for
elemental analysis, using energy-dispersive spec-
trometric analysis. None of these methods gives
a positive minslal identification for amphibole
and serpentine fibres, but collectively more than
SOVo of the fibres can be identified mineralogic-
ally in the general case, and more than 90Vo
of the fibres can be identified mineralogically in
a specific case @eaman & File 1976).

Counting is carried out on a representative
number of grid squares and the statistical dis-
tribution between squares is calculated in order
to obtain an estimate of counting reproducibility
due to the homogeneity of distribution of fibres
per square. Counting and sizing is carried out
at a magnification between 20-25,000X.

Electron-diffraction analysis is carried out
routinely to define whether the sample is crys-
talline or not. Detailed analysis of an electron
diffractogram is not definitive, since the elec-
tron-diffraction analysis requires knowledge of
the three-dimensional orientation of the par-
ticle. Furthermore, the crystalline imperfections
in amphiboles often produce very poor patterns
or no patterns at all.

Morphological mineral identification of fi-
bres of approximately 1 pm in size can generally

be made with assurance for chrysotile, but
smaller chrysotile particles and other fibrous
minerals are made with much less assurance in
the general case. Chrysotile is defined mor-
phologically by its irregular edge and typical
appearance of a core which is optically electron
dense or light (Clifton et aI. 1966).

Energy-dispersive spectrometric analysis is
carried out on grids after they have been sized
and counted. The sample is coated with carbon
in vacuum, and the saryples are analyzed in the
transmission electron tilcroscope, using a Si(Li)
detector. Data obtained from the pulse-height
atalyzer are smoothed using a computer pro-
gram and elemental intensities and element
identification are obtained. Background adja-
cent to the fibre is subtracted from the analyti-
cal curyes. Analysis is carried out on an EDAX
7O7 analyzer attached to a Fhillips 300 trans-
mission electron microscope. The analytic beam
ranged from 0.3 to 0.5 pm, and channel reso-
lution was 440 eY. Results are compared to in-
tensities obtained from fibres of known bulk
composition. Although the reproducibility of
analyses on the same fibre is good (Z'LAVo), re'
sults must be considered semi-quantitative be-
cause of backscattering, surface coatings, over-
lapping grains, and the lack of appropriate
standards and calibration curves. Comparison
of fibre analysis with bulk chemical analysis on
standards deviates by about 2OVo, but the de-
viation is certainly much gteater for natural
samples. Analyses also vary along the length of
a fibre. Typically, Si, Al, Mg, Fe (and Mn),
Na, K and Ca intensities are used for identifi-
cation and specification of mineralogy.

T\e znta potential gives an indication of the
net surface charge on a particle. The zeta po-
tential (p, which is the charge at a plane of
shear between the bulk solution and the ad-
sorbed water layer can be calculated from the
electrophoretic mobiity (Me), the dielectric
constant (e), and viscosity (4) of the solvent:

q :  4 n ' M n

This function is derived assuming that the par-
ticle is an insulator whose radius is large rela-
tive to the thickness of the double layer. The
zeta potential is determined in a zeta meter by
measuring the velocity of a particle moving in
a known potential field. The zeta potential in
general is less than tle surface potential because
ttLe zeta potential is measured further from the
surface than the double-layer thickness.

The zela potential is interpreted generally in
context to a metal-OH bond model where
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OH(pII) is the potential determining ion. At
nega.tive potentials, positive ions will be ad-
sorbed; at positive potentials, negative ions will
be adsorbed, and at the pH of net zero charge,
net sedimentation should be maxirnal for there
will be no elestrostatic repulsion to prevent
coagulation.

REsuLTs or ANArysrs

X-ray diffraction results are shown in Table
I for crrnmingtonite, tailings, sediment-trap
samples, and two cores at wo depths. An esti-
mate of over-all reproducibity is obtainable from
comparisons of the results for samples l, 2, and
3. These are analyses of the same sample using
different .r-ray methods and different person-
nel. Maximum deviation in cell parameters is
a o.0o8, b 0.M9, c 0.007A, 0 o.10., v 33Au.

Assuming that cummingtonite has the stoi-

MINERAL@IST

chiomeby (Mg,Fe)rSiOx(OH),, the atomic pro-
portion of Fe can be obtained from the func-
tion of Finger (1967)z

V : 873.4L * 0.53Je * 0.58mn -t 0.97ca L.3

where Z = volume of the unit ce11 in As; fe, mn
and ca are, respectively, the mole per cent of
Fe2+, Mnz+ and Ca'+ for the octahedral site.
The simplification becomes V : 873,4L *
'O.53fe. Percentages of Fe/(Fe*Mg) are given
in Table 1.

Using this technique, cummingtonite at the
source has a composition range from 6D-8IVo
Fe, or a mineral stoichiometry between (Fer.e-
Mg'.r)... to (Fer.zMgr.s). Proceeding from the
tailings into the sediment trap, the composition
appears to change towards depletion in Fe. Trap
sarnple C, adjacent to the source, has a com-
position similar to the tailings but F and K,

C o + N o

.  T A I L I N G S _  D E L T A  F I  B E R S

.  L A U N D E R E R

I  C O R E  A N D  S E D I M E N T
F I B E R S

M g
Fa+M n

Frc. 2. Composition of individual fibres in samples from western I-ake Superior. Values are per cent in-
tensity corrected for background. A is range of analysis for UICC tif"r"nc" sample ..imosite,', C
lol IltC-9 chrysotile, agd AT is range of results obtirined for various samples of a&inolite-tremolite.
Of 58 fibres analyzed from tailings, 31 fall within the range of analysis oi a. co-pa.. resuits wiilr
r-ray aralysis in Table 1.
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TABLE I. 5UONRY OF CELL PAMT.ETERS OilAtIED BT NEFIIIEI.IEITTECXNIqUES USttIO PAMI'I
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santla Ho. Tq€hnlqut a(l)

approximately 10 to 4O km distant, have com-
positions of 56 and 5OVo Fe, or (FeleMg".r) . . .
and (Fea.rMgb.r).

Ener gy -disp ersiv e analy sis

Results of energy-dispersive analyses of iu-
dividual fibres are shown in Figure 2. Per cent
intensities corrected for background are plotted
instead of composition, due to lack of calibra-
tion curves. For reference, however, UJ.C.C.
(Internatlonal Union Against Cancer) reference
amosite fibres from South Africa with a bulk
composilion of approximately (FeoMgz) and
traces of Al and Ca are plotted'(A), along with
fibro analyses of actinolite-tremolite from vari-
ous locations (AT) and Canadian chrysotile
(C). The U.I.C.C. reference samples were anal-
yzed in bulk, and intensities of more than 40
fibres were measured.

Results of analysis of t}le launderer sample
show compositional scatter, with a concentra-
tion within the compositional range of U.I.C.C.
amosite (30 to 70 fibres analyzed). Analyses of
land tailings delta fibres show a large concentra-
tion of cummingtonite in a narrow range which
matches the composition of U.I.C.C. amosite.
Samples from the launderer, which carries the
tailings to the delta and Lake, appear to have
more scater in analyses of individual cumming-
tonite fibres. and the fibres in core and sedi-
ment-trap samples have an even greater scatter.
Tremolite-actinolite fibres are also common to
all samples. Assuming surface grab-samples of
the large tailings delt'a are indicative of the delta
as a whole, it appears that cummingtonite of
about (FeoMp) is being preferentially sedi-
mented on the delta, compared to other compo-
sitions of cummingtonite.

I . illt 0l 06t Dl tftactomtsr 9 . t58t . 004
2. l,$l 0'1067 Dlffrtctomtar 9.6531.00?

(znd lnrtruiant)r
3. t0,l 01067 oulnlsr rnllyllt 9.561!.006

4. !0,1 01066 Dlffrrctoiltrr 9.55&.004 18.296r.0!0 C.!!4.S99 101.97!.05 Ul'S
d. lfr ioii' ii irhiiiomei s.slzt.ooe 18.263!.011 6.3!&.ggq 102.04t.08 911'!
6i iii,i oioio oiiiii itonratar i.iiot.ott 18.205t.026 0.363t.010 l0l.46r'13 elo.I

(znd lnetrumntlr

?. CTR Or fiffnctomtor 9.56&.007 18.236!.013 5.!E!t.9!9 l02.t?*.9!
6: Fii oj t'iffriatontrr e.541r.007 18.349r.017 5.?!q.g!! 101.64!.13
i; Ki 6i Dllfraitornster 9.642i.019 t8.?1G.047 6,291t,022 101.76!.20

Dlf f ractomt€r 9,633t .008 18.262r,012 5,317r.010 l0 l ' t4 i . ! !
D'lffrrctomstor 9.650r.007 18.238i.008 5'344t,003'!02.!q.t
Dlffrrctomtlr 9.646i,005 18.245t.011 9.343r.004 !0!.991.!q
0lffrrctomtor 9.555!.004 18.296r.006 5.339i.002 I0l.88t.(n

nssarw ll lnlnb Conplnyl 7 - 9 rtr radlmnt-trlp lmplsst 10._l3.rm l!FDl!3 of c0r03, In6 rI-_
iiiiii-cdilriiiiltiil6iisi tra;rgi trsn'itri'dii'wid; li obtqlnod-trcm: lolur ' 873'41+53(Fol(F8+
irrii:- il[;-;;iiiria i; iii rliniiii iiirnate ii i16r obtrtnod rrcn th€ rs!3t-rquaror rnalytlr
only.
r a8ult3 obtllnid Nlth rnothar dlttrlctomtar

D(fu o(ll od)
18.364i.012 6.337!.004 101.411.06
18.319r.008 6.340i .001 10. | .9@.02

18.o8r.008 l.3t&.003 l0l'98r.04 913.0

Z et a-p ote ntial rneas ur e ment s

Results of analysis of particles in suspension
in Lake Superior water (pH 7.8-8.1) are glven
in Table 2.

In addition, an aging study was carried out
to determine whether the znta potential of cum-
mingtonite changes with time. There was no
statistical difference over one month.

For frbres ia fts fnilings (MM-01066, MM-
01076) and hand-picked cummingtonite (MM-
01067), zeta-potential values obtained here (-20
to -2I mV) are less negative than those ob-
tained by Iwasaki & Lawver (1970), who ob-
tained -26 mV, although their value for "bot-
tom mud" is in the same range as these results
for tops of cores.

The results show that the particles in suspen-
sion (sediment-trap data) become more negative
with distance from the tailings source (-23 to
-31 mV), but the upper inch of cores contain-
ing tailings are less negative (-11 mU than the
original tailings. The core samples become more
negative and values approach that of the orig
inal material with depth (1-2 inches).

TABLE 2. ZETA.POTEIITIAL RESULTS OF SAI.IPLES IlI IAKE SUPERIOR TAIER

safip1 e

C@lngtonlte l0l 01067

Tailings ti!,{ 01066

Tall ings i l i l  l0lA

SedlEnt trrp CfR 0l

'LT OI

KLT 02

Core 308 S0-1

308 Sl-2

Core 7ll 50-l

7 l l  s l -2

Zet! Potqtlal

- 2 I n Y
-  19 . s
-  19 .8

- 22.8
- 24.5

- ? 2
- I t o - 1 4
- 22.5

vol|m F./F$l't!

9l6.dt ott
914.4 77

75

,6
,2
60

77
56
'U

6t
69
68
16

9t4.0
909.2
9@.'l

905.6
909.8
91 0.4
913.{

10. 908 so.l
l '1. 308 sl.2
l?. 7ll so.l' 1 t . 711  S l . 2

The results are repmduclble to t3 EY on repli@te analysls.
Results shm are for a mu of 6 rms at 300 volts.
Drry sa@les rere aged 24 houF itr rater before analysls.
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Although all sanples studied contained cum-
mingtonite as ascertained by .r-ray diffraction
analysis, with the exception of MM-01067, one
may only infer from a statistical argument that
the results gven in Table 2 pertain to cumming-
tonite.

Parks (1967) has shown that the variation in
Fe and Mg in silicates can change the surface
charge. In addition, any material adsorbed or
precipitated on the surface of the fibres changes
the surface charge. At a fixed pH as the Fe/Mg
of a cummingtonite increases, the surface charge
should become more negative, assuming OH
is the surface potential determining ion. If Si
is preferentially removed, tle surface charge
should become pore positive.

Crmmingtonite, FerMpSieOz(OH)r, has a
zero-point of charge at pH 5.5, whereas amor-
phous FeOOH has a zero-point of charge at
8.5. The measured zeta potential can be affected
by a change in cummingtonite stoichiometry (in-
creasing Fez+ decreases the zeta potential) as
well as a change in the surface-adsorbed Fe3+
or associaed FeOOH (an increase in Fe+3 would
decrease the z-eta potential).

TEM analysis of Lake Superior water

Large-volume surface saml'les of Lake Supe-
rior, obtained by the Canada Centre for Inland
Waters, were enumerated to .ascertain the fibre
concentrations in suspension. Figure 3 shows
the results of the analyses. Concentrations in
western Lake Superior are between 5-2OX 106
fibres/litre and most results from the rest of
the lake are between 1 and 3XL06 fibres/litre.
The reproducibility is generally l\AVo of. the
mean. At >1Ox106 fibres,/litre, the reproduci-
bility of analysis is about 50Vo of the mean.

Fibres in Lake Superior are very small (ength
averages 0.5 f.-) and are difficult to identify
mineralogioally. The fibres often ocsur asso-
ciated with other material in a gelatinous-likg
slightly electron-dense medium commonly as-
sociated with microbiological material (Kramer
& Mudroch 1974). Figure 4 is a photograph of
a typical assemblage.

INrERpnsreuoN oF Resurrs

Chemistry and mineralogy
Bonnichsen (1969), in the study of the Dunka

River area, Minnesota, pointed out. that there
is a range of composition of about (Fea.oMga.s)
to (FeuMgr) for cummingtonite from this region.
In addition about 0.1 moles Ca, Mn and Al
occur in the structure. An approximate composi-
tion for a fibrous sample (No. 026C of Bonni-
chsen) is
(Mgr.asFes.*Ca.o"Mn.o"XAl.oaSi".rr)On.ru(OH)r.

In this study, cell volumes from r-ray dif-
fraction studies suggest a composition of (Fen."-
Mgz.,)SieOza(OII), to (Fes.zMg'.s)SieO'r(OII)r.
Energy-dispersive analyses of individual fibres,
although less quantitative, give for the majority
of cummingtonite a compositional mean of
(FerMgr)Si'Orr(OH)r. Analyses of cores and sam-
ples suggest a wider spread in composition, as
well as an increase in Mg, to approximately
(Fes."M&.')Si'Ozz(OIDs.

There is a parallel change in the surface
charge, as exhibited by the zeta potential, ex-
cept that the more negative zeta potential of
the sediments and tips of cores suggests that
FelMg increases rather than decreases.

kon-rich silicates do incongruently dissolve in
oxidizing waters. Typically, Fee+ is oxidized
and a surface coating of FeOOH forms if the

Fto. 3. Estimate of fibre concentration in Iake Superior (l0s fibre/litre).
values are high in western r.ake superior and near shorelines. There is
ono anomalously high value in eastern Lake Superior. Streams entering
I.ake Superior typically have less than 2X I00 fibres/litre

A SURFACE SAMPLE LOCATION
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pH is not low and ttre waters remain oxidizing.
Lake Superior has a pH of 8 and is saturated
with respect to oxygen, which are almost ideal
conditions for this reaction. The following
summarizes this reaction:

rMe+ * (FerMgz)SiaOzz(OH)z

++o2+2.5XHzo-

(Fer-, Mgz*x) SisOzz(OH)z * rFe(OH)s
* 2xH+

One would imagine that the value of .r would
be very small, perhaps in the order of 0.1. But
the change in composition suggests that r would
be about 1.5 if the above reaction were used to
explain the change in cummingtonite composi-
tion in the Lake sediments. This change is too
large to conceive without a collapse of the
mineral structure.

An alternate hypothesis is to assume a range
in composition for the cummingtonite at source
with a majority of the fibres having a composi-
tion near (FeoMgn). Assuming the (FesMg,) fi-
bres deposit first, compared to other Fe com-
positions, one vrould find the other compositions
rn greater concentrations more distant from the
lailings. Hence they would be discernible. The
range in composition of cummingtonite at the
source does exist as noted above.

Sarlace charge and mineralogy

There is not ,a clear relationship between the
zeta potential and mineralogy. The zeta poten-
tial of minerals in this study becomes rnore
negative with distance from the tailings, which
can infer an increase in structural Fe in cum-
mingtonite. Yet, according to analyses, the Fe
appears to decrease with distance from the
source. If the change in zeta potential is due
mainly to surface coatings of Fe"* or other
cationso there need be no relationship between
mineralogy and" zeta potential. The top inch of
the lake sediments has a zeta potential approach-
ing zero. This potential may be due to adsorbed
cations which would tend to neutralize the sur-
face charge and would result in increased de-
position.

Anotler unresolved aspect concerning the
fate of fibrous cummingtonite relates to the
longer migration of the more Mg-rich grains.
One might argue that the more negative zeta
potential would prevent coagulation and se{i-
rnentation, yet these particles are typically
coated with Fe-oxides and have degraded edges
compared to samples adjacent to the tailings

Frc. 4. Electron micrograph of sample of Lake Su-
p€rior water showing fibrous minerals in an elec-
ttotr-dense gelatinous medium with other micro-
biological debris. This is a common association
in open waters of the Lake.

delta. Degraded edges suggest reactions which
would tend to neutralize the surface charge.
Therefore, it is difficult to explain why these
fibres tend to have a greater negative charge
than fibres with fresh cleavages.

An alternate hypothesis involves the prefer-
ential change in surface silica which would
affect the zeta potential and coagulation prop-
erties. A decrease in surface silica in these wa-
ters would tend to neutr.alize the surface, in-
crease coagulation and deposition. Unfortunate-
ly, there are no definitive data to test this hy-
pothesis.

Fibres are being coagulated and sedimented in
western Lake Superior. If this process were not
going on, one would expect about 3-5X1.,06 fi-
bres/litre to be distributed evenly throughout
the volume of Lake Superior. In comparison,
one finds aboat L-2Xlff fibres/litre, which is
slightly higher than input of fibrous minerals
from streams. On the other hand, western Lake
Superior has higher concentrations of fibres,
no doubt due to re-suspension of sediments as
well as long-distance movement of fibres. The
ultimate fate of the fibres in western Lake Su-
perior depends upon the ability to coagulate
the micrometre fibres into larger particles. In
turn, this mechanism appears to be related to
mineralogy and surface charge.
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